SELECTION FOR 2 SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS ENROLLING AT THE MASTER’S DEGREE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE a.y. 2020/2021

The Committee of the selection for 2 scholarships for students enrolling at the Master’s Degree in Computer Science a.y. 2020/2021 examined the applications received.

PROVISIONAL RANKING LIST

1. Dei Negri Lorenzo          punti 94/100 scholarship assigned
2. Cannavò Fiammetta         punti 93/100 scholarship assigned
3. Agatea Riccardo           punti 92/100
4. Munari Matteo             punti 91/100
5. Toffoletto Tommaso        punti 90/100
6. Innocente Simone          punti 79/100
7. Gobbo Alberto             punti 76/100